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o 'Connor

Brings Inside View of. Supreme
Court to NLC
I

,

C'

•

"

by CeliaOckey

,

Court to "develop a reasonably'
uniform and consistent body of
On Wednesday, OCtober 22, an
federal law."
"
.
over-capacity crowd filled the
The bulk of Justice b'Cohnor's
National Law Center to hear
speech was an analysis of the
Justice
Sandra Day, O'Connor
subjects addressed I)y the Court.
give her insights to the U.S.
She noted that, although, the'
Supreme Court. ' The Justice
spotlight of pUblicity given to
noted tha.~)despite competition
the Court has intensely varied
with the world Series game, the'
over the years, the Court has
turnout dashed' any hopes to
been relatively
steady in its
make hersJ?ech"a
, small,
subject matter intake. 100 flow
informal
vfs'l t ,"
Students,
of criminal
procedure
cases
faculty and .visitors gave an
accerted,haS
remained at the
enthusiastic standtngovat ton to
leve of about 25 per term since
welcome
the"first,
woman
the
mid-1960's.
Justice
Supreme Court Justice, the same
O'Connor suggested this stability
woman whose only Job-'offer
can be attrfbutedto the notion
upon graduating
third in .her
that
criminal
procedure
is
1952 Stanford
Class, on law
something that simply cannotbe
review, and a member of the
perfected;
",' '
Order of the Coif, was for a
The acceptance
of general
secretarial position. ,'. """, ""federal
law cases .has also
JJJs.tice,_O~Illl.Ol':...j)egail......her,..:,_-cons-istenUY"'-4M.AA.UP,:"9J!~;;tbjrc;1..,,.,..
,
remarks with an explanation of , iof the Courts docket for the
the mechanics
and decision
last 30 years.
This, said' the
making process of the Supreme
Justice, is due to the one fixed
Court. Of the 4~000applications
and invariant rule of law: "so
Professor Schwartz
a point with Justice O'Connor moments
for review,
tne Court only
long as there is more than one
before C1 Connor addresses NLC students,
accepts and decides 150 cases a
Circuit, there will be more than
term with full plenary arid up to
one view of what the law is." ,
governing federal statutes are
This low level will not remain
another'150 summarily, without
She went on, "The saying goes,
older and have dissected
so
for
long,
predicts
Justice
'argument or br-Ief.Ing, -It the
two la w~ers in court, three
many times that there' is not
0' Con nor
wi t h
t he
review of these applications that
opinions.'
'
'
much
room
for
further
.
"complicated"
new tax law.
Justice
O'Connor sees as an
There. are, however,
some,
enlightenment.
There has also been a drop in
important duty of the justices.
recent noteworthy .-changes in'
In certain areas, "a sudden
cases reviewing the actions of
The Justice
evaluates
these,
the Court's docket. The number
burst of activity by the Court,"
the
National
Labor
Relations
applications
based
on the
of taxi.caaee.arevtewed
has
Board, because,' she said, the
Go tQ P.5~ COl. I,
primary .role of the Supreme'
dropped in ~alf;&ince the.1950's.:'

makes

NLC, Thefts "Increase
,

However, Inspector Harwell of'
campussecurUy,
who is in
TheNLClspresently
sufferirlg
charge -of investigating
these
through a mini-crime wave that
crimes,'believesthat
the culprit
members of' campusv.securtty;
or CUlprits are not from the
believe, will only get, .worse•.
NLC.
:
Since the beginning
of the
. Inspector Harwell said that
semester, there have 'been 34
library staff and security have
thefts from students in Burns
recently
been findin.g wallets
Law Library.
On .October 18,
and purses stuffed in trash bins
the Student Bar Association was
and behind books throughout the
robbed of at least $50 cash. On
library.
Most of the these
October 20 the Journal
of
items have been reported stolen
International and Economic Law
from places off the GWca'!lJ?us,
had $56 cash stolen from one of
usually from officebuildmgs
its desks.
At least four bikes
bordering
the
campus.
have been stolen from outside
Accordingly,Harwell
beheves
the buil<ling.
Total
losses
that the thieves come to Burns
exceed $5000.
'
to ,dump the evidence of their
Based on the average number
crimes and while in the library
of library users, students, alumni - if they come across unattended
and faculty are more likely to
valuables
they take those, as
have their valuables stolen from
well.
Burns than they are from any
Inspector
Harwell
said,
other building on campus.
"students need to be cautious.
According to campus ·security,
Ninet;y percent of the thefts
Burns is open to students, both
would not have occurred if
under~raduate and graduat~ and
-s tudents
did not leave their
alummof the university, so it is '
belongings unattended.
It only
unknoWn whether the crimes are
takes a few seconds to grab an
being committed by students or
unattended
wallet .or purse."
,staff
'of. the.law
school.
Go to P. 4, Col. 3
by Tom .McMorrow

Students, Decry SBA,.

'

by Ken bthers
Wayne Hippo is angry.
He,
along with a group of second¥ear students, had formed an
Intramural football team called
the "Cham Gang," which was
undefeated in intramural play.
For more than a month the
team players had been told ~
SEA Vice President Bill Ko(!h
(pronounced Cook) that, if they
had the best intramural record,
they would represent the law
school at the Homecoming game
against
Georgetown
thfs
Saturday.
But in a surpr-ise
controversial
move last week,
SBA President Jonathan ,Welch
announced that only third year
students would be allowed to
play in the homecoming ~ame.
That decision, along with the
resulting controversy over how
it was made, has divided the
S BA and
has fostered
a
movement
to
force
a
reconsideration of' the issue and
possibly a recall vote.
Yet
many ask what all the fuss is
about;
after
all, as Welch
pointed out, "we're just trying

to help the students have a
good time." SBAVice President
Bill Koch, who strongly opposed
the change of policy, worries
that the controversy
might
tarnish
the
success
of
Homecoming. However, no one
can really
agree on who is,
right.
.
According to Koch, around the
beginning of the school year he,
Welch, Executive
Secretary
Elizabeth Casey and second year
student
Brad
Cave
were
discussing Homecoming.
Cave'
was later
a member of the
committee that would organize
most of the festivities.
Talk·
turned to the football game and
how GW's team
should
be
selected.
"At that t tme," said
Koch, "we decided that tne law
school intramural team with the
best record
would play at
homecoming." While Casey and
Cave
corroborate
Koch's
account, Welch says he does not
remember such a meeting or
decision.
Koch said the decision was
made to avoid the problems
Go to P. 4, Col. 1
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Letters to the.Editor

mite Abullcate
of
The Student Newspaper
the
National law Center

'Footballl

EDITORIALS
Football F;renzy
, . Of all the stupid things that we could worry about in this
schoolt arguing about which football team will play in Homecomingis
near toe top of the list.. But due to some smafl-rriindedness on the
part of some people in the SBAand a lot of miscommunication, this
petty issue has managed to become pretty important in the minds of
some students.
The most difficult thing is figuring out what really happened.
Once the dispute became public; we were innundated by people
trying to put a "spin" on the story that would work to their best
advantage--or at least save their faces. While we felt an obligation
to report on the dispute, we wanted to keep it in perspective and
not ruin the SBA's Homecoming party.
.
,
We are more offended by what we percieve as a lack of good
faith in SBAPresident Jonathan Welch than we are by which team
will ultimately play the game. If an executive decision had been
.made to base the team selection on intramural standings, as SBA
Vice President Bill Koch and Execut ive Secretary Elizabeth Casey
assert, then that decision should have stood.
At the very least, if the decision was going to be reconsidered,
it should have been openly discussed. An agenda should have been
prepared.
Interested parties from both Sides should have been'
notified of the reconsideration.
Welch is to be condemned for his
ex parte meetings and for railroading the change through the SBA
Board. The decision is tainted, and should not be allowed to stand.
We believe the most reasonable alternative is to have a playoff between the second year team with the undefeated record and
the composite "all-star" third year team that, since last Tuesday,has
been practicing for the big game. A similar motion was defeated by
Welch and the SBA Board last Tuesday with arguments that ~'.there
wasn't enough time for a playoff," 'and that the third year team
wouldn't have had enough time to practice.
However, the game is not until Saturday; surely the 'teams
could find time to playa game. We doubt if either team would
decline such an opportunity to prove themselves. Similarly, if time
for the team to prepare is such a critical factor, then why are we
sending such an inexperienced combination of third years to such an
important contest?
The entire issue has become an embarrasment to the' SRAand
the school. The graceful solution is to acknowledge the conflict and
the mistakes that created it, and let a playoff determine the proper
team. The arguments against a playoff are without merit. Let the
teams play.
,
•

Kenneth w. Brothers
Editor-in-Chief
Scott Ives
Elizabeth MacGregor
Celia Ockey
Editors
Liam Sweeney

Photo Editor
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was not, tribe defeated.'
Under
pressure from his close friends,
Welch cheated and connived to
To '!be Editor:
'''fix'' this problem.
I was under the impression
Well, you say maybe we smuld-thatSBA's Homecoming Day was·
have a playoff to determine who
anevent to be enjoyed by the
should play in this game. This
entire student body of the NLC.
is definitely a great. American
Apparently SBApresident Welch
su-ggestion
and _ would
be
feels otherwise.
,
somewhat
of a settlement.
Welch apparently feels that
Despite the fact that we have
despite the fact he was voted
already
proven ourselves by
into office by members of the
winning three times, we would
c lass 'of 1987 and the .e lass of
welcome
'this
type
of
1988, he.rs only tobe concerned
compromise. Mr. Welch and SBA
with the interests of third year
have considered this idea and
law students. With this attitude
have rejected it. By rejecting
he has decided that this year's
this great idea" Welch andSBA
homecoming '. is an event.v tn
stamped out our final hope .or
which third year students only
playIng in the game."
,
',
should enjoy and participate.
,,- " Our team takes a lot, of pride
After SBA representatives
in winning and has worked hard
stated that they would maintain
to, achieve our success.
We
have looked forward with great
their' POliC,:Y.
of f ie.lding the law
schoollM>:football team with the
anticipation to representing our
best; record-In the homecoming
la w school "in this football game.
game, ;J1Welcb'managed
to'
We are not saying that thethtrd
manipulate';theS~
into voting
ye,ar players are poor athletes;
that '..a team icompflsed of only
to the contrary,
they are
third ":yeax:",students
would
excellent athletes.
But we feel
our team has earned' the right .
re1fe~~~~i~1i~b:~~t;e~' that the
to play in this football' game •
only Homecoming issue voted on
Where, our team has never lost
by SBA at this week's meeting
on, the football field, we lose in
was the decision on the football
the game of priorities, to Mr.
team.
This and the fact that
Welcf1'because of one major flaw
Welch met with representatives
-, .in our . team: "We do not-. have
of two third
year
teams,
any third yea.rspn~ .o~r,te.am.
indicates
that Welch is only
We neverreullzed
. that
concerned with the enjoyment of
Homecoming was only for third
the third year students.
years.
,
..,
Thanks a lot President Welch.
I hope
you
enjoy
your
The "Chain.Garig"'Football T~am
homecoming as, much as we will
enjoy your departure from the
NLC.
C. Wayne Hippo, Jr~

Football'J

To .'!be Editor:

Football 2
To the,
. Editor:
/"

We, a group of second. year'
NLC students,
who have ...the
distinct honor of having -,this
year's best I.M. football. team
l3-oL ",:o,ulfl.::Jike}tpqa,q to, the
at.ten~}Cl!l~£Rl,our. fellow la~
students
a blatantly
unfair
motion recently" passed, by our
Student"Balf!MSOcia~iQh (SBA).
The ,StJA~·:cl~(L·.b~. President
Jonathan; Welch" a tnjrd year, in
hisirit~riiterWiSdom, 'decided to
put friendship
In'; front
()f:
fairness.
Welch has decided, to
change a one year traditioriQ'f'
having the NLC's,best football
, team represent out law8Chobl,iri
the annual GWU-Ge'orgetowrl
homecoming football game, ,and
replace our best with a group of
his fellow
third year, Ia W'
students.,;,
.: ~'
,."....
'
"UntiLlas{ ,week, the 'policy
(last year's tradition and that
whic.hhas
been
verbally
conveyed ,to many members 'of
our· teampY,SBA officers) was
to.llave'the
- law school team
with th~, besi record represent
our fine" school. ' This was a'
commonly understood policy, and
a fair and equitable one. To,
Mr. ,Welch it also seemed to be
a good one in light of the f,act
that a group of his third year
friends were highly favored to'
win, and that two other third
year teams were also highly
ranked. Mr. Welch's dream was
shattered
when our team
(unfortunately
for us]. a:' team
comprised. solely
or 'second
years) "upset" all three third
year. teams.
Despite this turn
of events, the r~sourceful Welch

For what reason' has the SBA
opted,toexcludeall
first and
~ s e.c'on dc-ye a r: players
,from
representaeton-or.
the-Ia W'Scix>oI.,
in·,'theiannual
: homecoming'
fo,o t ba'll'g
a me. a'ga inst
Georgetown? . Does 'a plan that
places seniority over ability ever
make logical. sense?
Does the
O'Verturningof,
the commonly
known policy. (Le, representation
by the NLC's best intramural
team) without notice of the
proposal meet with the SBA's
mandate
to represent
the
students? These questions merit
answers if the credibility,of the
current administration Isrto be
preserved
e . '~"

NLC students'mesmorized
by the
gr~!ng
'3D special ettects of,
the

Revenge of the" Q-eature,::~' .

Is Affirmative Action Necessary?
"

bY Peter Most

Thepathetic.figures
speak for
themselves: eight black students
in the entering class;si,xtee~ in
the second year class; and thirty
in the. graduating
class.
Is
there no aff irmative
action
policy at this law school? Well,
there may be an affirmative
action policY,but·
one would
never know it by looking
around. The question is, should
there be an affirmative action
policY?
l.·
Weare
all' conversant - with
the fact that affirmative action
is a necessary'
social
good
designed to right the wrong of
decades of social ineguality
suffered by' minorities In this
country. The sordid history of
our nation, a history plagued
with misery for those not born
white and Protestant).. need not
be repeated here.
weare all
aware
of .t h e past,
and
affirmative action is but one
way to apologize for that past,
though it is clear no apology
could ever
truly
suffice.
Clearly, affirmative action was
not offered as a panacea for the
amalgamation of ills suffered in
a nation deeply entrenched in
racial
inequaUty~rather,
affirmative
action
was
inaugurated as an attempt to

"

·"get - the ball rolling" in the
uphill battle for real liberty for
all,
We have
a social
responsibility to foster equality.
That responsibility
includes
having an active affirmative
act ion
pol icy,
nota
n
emasculated'
one.
Active
recruitment"
Is neededvhere,
Scholarships need 'tQ be given ..
While I'm eertatnlynotbfamtng
the National Law Center for our
nation's
hIstory
of socIal
disparity, I. am incensed that the.
st agnatIon
prevalent.
In vour
society has reared its; ugly head
In our own little world.
',,'

·TOSAYTHE LEAST
I realize that there may be
the desire to have more black
students,
but
dean-e. isn't
enough. We need results.
This
school will faU in its quest to
bea truly national law school
wIth a national scope until the
student
body reflect's
the
natIon's
demographics.
Furthermore,
it
is
a
misrepresentation
for GW to
boast
that
the 'student
population at the law school is

In a Nutshell'-:-'

Bad TV

>

diverse.
Perhaps they should
refrain from making such boasts
until there Is an affirmative
action policy that promotes the
diversity
that
they
have
successfully marketed but failed
to attain.
.
.
Now,I'll
admit that this
bleeding heart luis not always
been quite
so firm In his
convIctions
for affirmative
action.
I have found Dr. KIng's
resoundIng plea that all human
beIngs should be judged by the
, content of their character and
" not by the color of their skin
at log~erheadswith affirmative
act ton's existence.
Affirmative
action
does indeed
beg a
question we must all examine-are we to be color blind or
color conscious?
..... When applying for law school
I wanted only to be judged by
the content of my character.
Was I the worst kind of liberal
--a hypocritical
one? . Yes
there
was a time when l
complaIned
that affirmative
action
may bar my being
accepted at a good law school.
Well, at least I had nothing to
worry about when I applied to
George Washington.
I c0lllJ?,lained. Can you believe
that?'
'It isn't 'fair II I said.
Were Jim Crow laws "fair?" . Is
the present economic distress in

our inner cities "fair?"
Is
Ronald
Reagan,
with
his
impotent
Civil'
Rights
Commission, "fair?" While it is
self-evident that all persons are
created equal; it is also evident
that all persons have not been
treated'
as . equals. .
It is
affirmative act Ion's intent to
finally make this a land with
liberty and justice for all.
I hope you can understand
that the hostI1it~ I incurred was
born in frustration and nurtured
by a selfish. confusion.
But
through
my ide ologica
1
. f lounderings
I came
to
understand
that
we need
affirmative action. We need it
now, and we will need it until
all that is unfair has been made
fair, which means, I suspect, we
will need affirmative action for
a long time to come.
.
Now, to answer the question.
We must continue to be color
conscious until such time as we
achieve equality. Admittedly, it
is repugnant to make color an
issue, but. it is for the greater
good. Affirmative action opens
a window for social change, and
we've got to prop that window
open as far as we can.
You
see, in a utopia we could afford
to oe colorblind, in the United
States we cannot.

A Closer. Look at
,Prof. Germain.
by Trish Pacif~co

deve lop the skills which are
essential
to bad television
viewing.
I learned to shift my
Watching bad television is a
brain in to a semi-comatose
lot like dating a fat girl or
state and to relax.
While it is
riding a mo!?ed;it might. be fun,
easier to develop this style after
but you dont want·.your.:friends .
undergoing a lobotomy, I relied
to know about ·it.', -I cthink that
on the company of my immature
it is high time. that we' followers
fraternity brothers and plenty of
of bad television follow the lead
bad beer. (Bad beer and bad t.v,
of the gay population and the
·dinners complement bad t.v, very
coffee generation and come .out
well, and, a~e~'/'also"~rsonal
of the closet.
.
favorites~; •• 'but that's another
Followers of bad television
storv.). ,: ,i;' .• ,:J ~ " ... , .....
have long been discriminated
Throultli:;'watJdIi~·J?g: Young
against. The self-righteous, doDoctors 10 L'Ove~-:"<I"
le&'rp.edthat
gooders,. modern day Carrie
there are thiee;Te9-ui~ments to
Nations Jove to swing their
enjoying bad't.X.'; .1'First(you
hatchets at those they feel are
need to'··know'P.;the':Hplof" and
wasting their time, killing their
hopefully the .actual lines before
brain 'cells' and. otherwise Iending
hand. This for instance, makes.
to the general decadence' whicfi,
';V~tc~in~~'~et Smart" a bad ~~v.
threatens this great nation.
.'
v i ewers .'ldea of paradise.
I should know about .these'
["Would'you believe ·tliatat this
people1 since I used' to be onerve'ry 'rtiome1J,tyou . are. being
Back In college, I watched at
surrounded by an entire' polfee
most .one hour of.televisiona
,force"
'.... • well would' you
week•.. ·After: all,1> was"~an
believe you two armed guards? •
English major. 'I. spent my free
• '.•. how about a v!ciousgirl.
time in a more·'tproductive"
scout?!·']' Secondtthe show can't
manner--such
as' reading" .the
take itself too ·seriously •. We're
classics, Chekhov and Freud~· . I
talkinl{ about bad t.v. here, not
used to decry and rail against
moronlC.
Every soap opera
mymisguided friends·. who would
known ..to man (and to woman)
while away the afternoons in
kind .. is .therefore
forever
front of G~neral Hospital and
-excluded from the ranks of bad
Jeopardy.'. Even then, however,
teeveedom. The same holds true
I had my moments of weakness.
for any show which dares ·to
I used to spend the last five
star Joan Collins.
minutes of every lunch in front
The final requirement of bad
of the box with my fraternity
t.v. is that it must currently be
brothers watching such memoryregarded
as 'unpopUlar .and
~oggers as "The Munsters" and
worthless by the majority ofLeave it to Beaver."
•• '<;
•adult Americans.
We bad t.v.·
I suppose my first real taste
viewers are like the original
for bad t. v e' came in my senior
British punkers; we are on the
year with "Young .Doctors in
cutting edge of society.
The
Love.'"
The first time I saw
. "Honeymooners," therefore, used
this base comedy on H.B.O., I
to be bad television, but IS not
was unenthused. It. insulted my .
any longer. Unfortunately
the
intelligence. and 'was just plain
show has regained its popularity
S!upid. '. OVer the nextf if teen
Go' to P. 7, ~l. 2
times that' I saw it, I began to

by Scott Ives

Responsive teaching is the
trademark.
0·£ Kenneth
B.
Germain, Visiting Professor from
The University.
of Kentucky
College
of Law.
His Torts
students react en~iastically
to
his attitude;
"He brings
a
refreshing
outlook
to law
educations."
"I'm
more
motivated to study and learn by
a professor who also respects
me."
'
Professor
Germain invests
considerable energy in his late
afternoon Torts class to hold
the students' attention,
which
lags at. that time of day.
He
piques their interest with special
assignments such as preparing
and presenting briefs to a senior
partner, who appeared in olass
that
day (role
played
by
Professor
Lynn Stout),
and
delivering closing arguments in
the Moot Courtroom
to an
impaneled
jury
of
NLC
employees, who conscientiously
returned their verdict the next
day.
One pUl'poseof the courtroom
exercise was to impress students
with what they were able to
accomplish
after
onl~ three
weeks of law school.
I want
students to realize that they can
, be guality professionals
with
quahty'trainIng
and the,Yshould
not become 'turned off br not
being in the top 10% 0 • the
class,"
Professor
Germain
summarizes.
In addition to Q &: A classes,
Germain offers L& L (Life and
the Law) sessions
to allow
students
to express
their
concerns and to help them deal
with the stress of law school.
. In another session, he shared
a personal experience in which'
he served as an expert witness
in an interesting trademark case.

Professor' Kenneth II. Germain
. Professor Germain does not want
students to view professors as
adversaries and he feels ."that
.students learn best. when they
enjoy what they are doing." His
goal with upper level students is
to get them .excited
about
Intellectual
Property in both
national and international areas.
Professor Germain grew up in
. the Manhattan suburb of Fort
Lee, New Jersey, and graduated
Magna cum Laude 'from Rutgers.
He then entered
New York
University Law School where he
served as Associate. Editor of
The Law Review.
He dId not
find law school enjo~able;
"There was the competitIOn, of
course;. a cold and distant
faculty; and an unfriendly city."
(His present teaching approach
suggests
that these are not
essential elements of a good
legal education.)
During' his summers,
he
_,clerked for a· small admiralty
firm on Wall Street and for a
firm in Beverly Hills, California.
Go to P. 7, Col. 1
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SBA(cont'd)
From P. 1
encountered
with last year's
homecoming.
Then, a team of
second and third year students
had been formed, but the team
captains asked the second year
students not to play.
"There
was a feeling that only the
third
year students
should
represent the school," said Koch.
Consequen tly,
about three
second years voluntarily chose
not to play.
Now third year
students, those players felt that
they had a right
to play.
According to one player, the
team captains said that "you'll
get your turn next year," though
Koch is quick to point out that
there was no authority to make
such a promise.
.
To complicate matters, the
decision by the SBA President
and Vice President was never
properly publicized.
"There was
an obVIOUS breakdo wn in
communication,"
said
one
student.
Members of the "Chain
Gang" team, all students from
the same section as Koch, were
told by Koch that the team with
the best record would play in
Homecoming.
Meanwhile, Dennis Quinn a
third year student and President
of the PDP fraternity
who cochairs
the
Homecoming
Committee with Cave, says he
was not told of the decision to
base the team on the intramural
record.
He told his fraternity
members that a playoff would be
held to determine who would be
on the team.
Some firs t year
students
began to, organize
teams to compete~ only to be
later told by Qumn that the
team would consist only of third
years.
Af ter
the "Chain
Gang"
defeated the "Well-Hung Jury,"
an intramural team of tliird year
students, and began to boast,
tha t second years would be
representing the school against
Georgetown,
some third year
students began checking into
just how the team would be
selected.
Todd Shoudy, a
member of the "Chain Gang,"
thinks tha t the third years
began to pressure
Welch to

change the watt the team would
be selected.
There's no doubt
that [the third years] went
crying to the SBAafter we beut·
'em" said Shoudy,
Welch denies being pressured.
However, unknown to any other
SBA members, Welch met with
several
third year football
players .to discuss who would.
play
in Homecoming.
Th.e
second year players criticize
Welch for never meeting with
them, and allege
that such
conduct
shows
Welch's
favoritism.
.
Claiming
that
he didn't
remember the earlier decision to
base the decision on intramural
play, Welch brought the issue
before
the SBA' Board last
Tuesday, over the objections of
Vice President
Koch and
Executive
Secretary
Casey.
According to Casey, no agenda
had been prepared
for the
meeting and none of the other
Board members knew what Welch
had in mtrid..
Despite the
objections of Koch, Casey and
CeCe Ibsen; who argued that, if
a decision had been made earlier
the Board ought to stand by it,
the Board voted 9-3 to require
that only third year students
play in the Homecoming game.
However, some members of the
Board felt that both sides of the
issue was fairly
presented.
None of the players
were
allowed to express their views
to the Board, and, based on
Welch's presentation, most felf
that the third years should have
their chance to play.
After
later discovering the extent of
the controversy, at least one
other
board
member
felt
"hoodwinked" by the meeting.
According
to
that
representative, both sides of the
issue were not made clear. Had
the background been made clear,
the representative
would not
have voted in favor of the
"third years only" resolution.
Other students have questioned
why the football issue was the
only aspect
of Homecoming
voted on by the SBA Board. _ Welch obviously irritated by
. wha t he. regarded
as an
overreaction
to a minor issue,
said
that.he
felt
it was
"important"
that
the SBA

v

Theft's (cont 'd)

for extracurricular activities and
the desk it was taken from was
ocrreveo to be locked.
Harwell' added "that he thinks
Inspector Harwell pointed out
the problem will only get -worse that there was no forced entry
in the upcoming weeks because .
in either the theft f rom S. B.A.
of students increased studying
or-the Journal, 'and he believes
and' the likelihood that as the
that those cases are not linked
pressures
of f Ina lsv.mount
to the library thefts.', Harwell
students
will be' even more
believes
these crimes
were
careless with thetr belongings
perpetrated
by either .students
than they are now. He suggests
or staff of the' la w school. .
thatfJ,nY~~W,u~i~g the library, or
. About ten bikes are stolen
anY"rbom~a,t,tne'NLC, not leave
from' outside the law.school
their,bel,ongings ,l-';J;l!lttendedat
anr.. tIme;,'.~",P., ..'."
.,..
.
building during the course of
.•.' EverYort(1;~ShQiif&b'e> a ware
the school year.'
Last week,
that' !this ''is1• 8.1 'public building
with the help of an observant
with ..rria.ny Jlentrances,'and
we c, student
who notified
campus
must" be' ,dl.r~ful "at) all times.
security,
police
encountered'
Witho)Jt concerH'iiild attention
three youths atternpt ing to steal
by the students the problem will
bikes from outside the entrance
not go away," Professor Heach
to Burlls~"Two of the suspects
said.
...l: '.
' .' .....
were apprehended; but the third
The S.B.A.reported a loss of
escaped' on one. of' the stolen$50 '.cash' on.Monday,' !Oct()ber
b}~e..sX:"T9 )~ev~n t: t;helikeliOOf:xj
13th. . The money was'collec'te'<1
of"your
bike" beIng 'stolen,
from
the sale
of student
Inspector Harwell suggests that
directories
and was being
.. ;t0U
use only the U-shaped
temporarily stored until it could
kryptonite
style" bike locks.
be taken
to the bank for
He .expressly warns against use
deposit. The cash was hidden in
of cabte locks which are easily
an unlocked desk· inside' the
cut, ,C~lJlPWf
securityo sells the
lll1DtI
A' 'tf'"e-.,
S:BfAi'!:ilOckea"dfHce:
:;IJ;,{
a
",1'
. e,.'·::P"'M'I:Y-·"
~lO
., •..,' "'g'h~l
h.ac'
u· ;fflHu'
"')t~·l
, .On,'Saturday"Octol;ler'18th. ..th~
ref; i'P~)[',any v lere> roa.,~ ·.to'
Law Journal reported the theft
$32,~t.cost
for $14.75.
of $56 from orie of its. desks.
The money
had been kept
around the office as petty cash
From 'Poi '1

; 'j ~ •

In 1984 the health care field
was a 400 billion dollar industry
and accounted for 11 percent of
the GNP.
Along with this
fantastic
j?;rowth has come a
correspondmg need for lawyers,
with training
or interest
in
health care issues.
According
to the National
Health Lawyer's Association
(NHLA),"he~lth la w encompasses
those aspects
of the legal
system
which
affect
the
organization,
financing,and
delivery
of health services."
Given this def inition, it is clear
that a practice in health la w
affords
attorneys
with
opportunities to become involved
in a variety of areas or develop
a specialty in one area.
Among major areas of law
falling
within the rubric of
health law are administrative
la w, anti trust,
con tracts,
constitutional
law,
corporate/securities,
tax,
criminal
law, labor law, and
litigation.
Health law is

f
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practiced
in a variety
of
set tin ~ s •
E in P 10Ymen t
opportul11ties are available in
eneral service law fii.ms,. healt.h
t'
aw·, "b oU.lque··Jlr;ms.,·
pharmaceutIcal
companies
federal,
state,
and loca
governments,
hospitals, ,HMOs,
me n talhealthinsti
tutions,
professional
,and
trade
associations,'
insurance
companies, and in academi c .and
research institutions'.-,
' .. ,.,
RecogniZing the manyexcitrng.
career opportunitf'esin this area
the
Student
. Hea1t'h . LaV:-"
Association
(SHLA) and the
Career
Development. Off ice
(,CDO)are s~onsoring a pro.gram,
l,;areersln
Health
Law
Wednesday, November 12, at 4:15
p.m..
Pane lists will 'discuss career
op()ortun it ies in la w f irms1
hospitals,
the
federal
government, and on Capitol Hill.
Following the program, students
will have an opportunity to talk
infor:nally
with the speakers
about ~areer strategies during d
reception hosted by SHLAand COO.
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by Maxie Witkin
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Health Care Law:
Opportunities for Attorneys

Hippo,' 8houdy. and other
members of the, "Chain Gang"
care.:
According to the SHA
Constitution,
any decision can
be- .r e c o n s I'de r e d upon the
presentation
of a petition with
10% of the studentbody's
signature, or about 150 people.
To request a recall election, 35%
of the studentbody's signatures
are required.
The team intends
to circulate petitions to forcea~.
reconstderat ion of the question,'
andpe'rhaps
. request
a new
e lect lon for 8M president.
For
them, it's no longer a game.

continue
the "tradition"
of
having third year students' play
in this, the second year of
Homecoming. Conceding that a
decision had "probably" been
made that Intramurals standing
would determine who would play"
and that he felt "slightly bound
by that decision, he tried to
minimize the iinportance of the
change,
stressing
that
the
purpose of Homecoming was to
'have fun."
But when' pressed
o n t'he inconsistencies,
he
terminated the discussion with "I
don't.'even care;"
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'lbe Advocate

Dorsen Proj ects
Future.of Court
by Sally "Weinbrom'
Norman Dorsen, long-time'
president of the American Civil
Liberties Union, brought his
insights concerning trends and
prospects, in the Supreme Court
to the National Law Center on
October 28 as part of the Law
Center's Enrichment Program; '.
Dorsen began his lecture with
an analysis of perceived Burger
Court conservatism in contrast
to the civil libertarian stance of
the
Warren
Court.
He
recognized the Warren Court as
a "unique phenomenon," citing:
the DredScott
decision which
affirmed the legality of slavery,
and Plessy v , Ferguson which
validated separate but equal
facilities, as prime examples of
the Court's
historic'
outlook
toward civil rights; Even in its
early days, the Warren Court in
its early days, according to
Dorsen, did not uphold the civil
libertarian stance but developed
into a "clear stgna] of the civil
libertarian vtsfon" after five
years.,
,./",
Conversely, pointing to the
Burger Court's continuance: of.
the Warren Court's Initiatives in
desegregation and forced;buSing,'
Dorsen rioted that ,the; Burger;
cour t's srecord on ';c,ivll,rJghtj:f:
issues was "themeless"'and
"pragmatic,"
but not clearly
conservative. " Also mentioned
were
the
Burger -:Court's
landmark cases such as Roe v;
Wade, which legalized the use of
cpnt,l,;a.c~pt,JV.~s,
"~"IAA,
id _.Ell,~illan.::v.:;
Georgia;' whIch "lnva'hda'ted' ,the!
administration
"of . the death
penalty.
Dorsennoted
that the same
Court later
rejected
a billc
requiring forced busing of inner
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'Lhird¥ear
. Students

uphe ld a 10.w preven ting
government financial support of
medically required abor tfons for
poor, women, and upheld capital
pun t shma n t under
certain
circumstances.,',',
The Court's apparEmt ."fiipf lopping"
on issues
can"
according to Dorsell,be traced
to ,three
trends.
First, the
Court has launched a, covert
counterrevolution
mantfested.by
the
Court's
r e duc t Ion e-o f
constitutionally,
guaranteed
rights
for the poor and the
extension,
of permissible'
breaches
of First Amendment'
"r Ig ht s in, .t he interest
of
protecting national security.
- Second, Dorsen noted that the
Court has narrowed previous
dec is i 0 II s rat her
tho. n
overturning. them.,: :,The 1983
Court in particular;' a:C~otcUngto
Dor sen, ,.was dete,!;rninei:I toundermine' 'the'Warr'eri~;.Court's
de c is ion~ ~1:ly.)rr.ea4~,ng;.
them
narrowly 1Q:~fJan term that: he
~aid
Wt(sr.~dqm;nalt~.~by;
conserva t tsm ,"w~th.~a,.{mean
spirit" ~;;" DOrsen.',said Justice
Blackmun had said the decisions
reflected
the
Court's
"de t ermtnatfon
to go to the
right, by hook or, by crook."
,.·-:Fina,lly, .. Dorsen.i.noted the
<:;ourt1s.1acK ;:0[,0.'
specific
doctrinal stand.
He pomted to
the decisions of last term as a
br i ef re spi t e from'
the
conservative trend of the Court,
particularly
in' those decisions
upholding
Roe; v.Wade
.and
extending c' ;af·tirmatlve, action ..
Hdwever,'<in:rj{~epinffuwitho; its
. pragmat1sm,OOrsennotes
that
the
term
will
also
be
remembered
for curtailing
0 mmerc ill. 1 free
spe e e h, '
.' promoting school disciphne over,

A $25 deposit will resultin a savingsofup to
$100 onyour1987 SMH Bar ReviewCourse!

State(s) ,
CT, DC, MA,
MD,ME,NH,
VA,VT
·NJ,PA
NY
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O'Connor (cont'd)

takes a series 'of decisions to
flesh out a'rtew., statute or to
From P.
broaden:~' b(juhdarles
between
sta ted Justice
0"Connor, . "is
state and' federal authorities.
Finally, I would concede that
triggered not b¥ any.legislation,
the Cour:t~occasi,ol1illly~tarts, a
but by a decislOn of the Court
fire of its own. Perhaps Brown
itself~" , A prime example, she
v. Board o( Education was one
notes, is the construction of the
Eighth Amendment prOhibition of
:~~\~~~:r\.?~t.pases
o~ this t~
cruel and unusua punishment.
" Most of the Court's agenda,
The Court decided no cases in
-,she 'said, is dictated by outside
this area between 1953 and 1970.
forces' which frame the bulk of
Since 1970, the Court 'has
the
issues.'
. The Court· is
decided over 16 cases ,on,capital
punishment.
, /<,,'. < __' -;upiqueJ'y." reactive,
for the
Justice O'Connor pointed 'out
. Constitution limits the Court to
that
Brown
v. Board of
resolve rather than create cases.
Education
'ignited
the'
"The
most insightful remarks
tremendous growth Civil ri~ht
from Justice
O'Connor came
cases on the docket,
WhiCh
during the question and answer
peaked at 80 cases a term in
period following her speech and
the 1970's. Currently, the Court
afterwards
at the reception
reviews about 60 such cases a
where she opened herself up to
term.
With the diminishing
one-ow"one responses with the
emphasis on civil right cases
stUdents.
For, instance, many
there has been an increases of
, w~re surprised that, before her
cases involving fede~alism and
appointment
to., the Supreme
the separation· of powers.
Court,. Justice
'O'Connor had
·Justice O'Connor concluded
never attended a hearing at the
tha t these
changes
in the
nation's hiO'hest court.
Justice <YConnoralso reported
Court's
agenda
'is
most
frequently a delayed response to
that her greatest surprise upon
taking
the bench, was the,
~he change in the nation's
lnterests.
. Recognizing
the
remarkable little amount of oral
extreme delay of the Court" to
dialogue bet ween the justices.
respond,
Jus t ice
0' Connor
. Discussion of the cases bet ween
analogized, "when Congress or
the justices takes place mostly
the executive branch or any
through circulation
of written
state
lights
a fire, we are
opinions. _~ She has seen more
sumrnoned to attend the blaze.
shifting around in the writings
But justice moves very slowly,
of opinions that in the oral
and we usually arrive on the
discussions and has in fact seen
the entire outcome of a case
scene Sl)rnt~ years late. It ~ften

I
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d e cLt n e d
to
include
homosexuality as constitutionally
protected ri~ht.
Dorsen hesrtated to make hard
predictions about how the Court
would rule in the future with
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change in these writings.
In response to the question of
how the Court will change with
Justice Rehnquist at its head,
Justice O'Connor frankly stated,
"I'm curious to know, too." She
went on to say that. Justice
Rehnquist is exceedingly wellI?reparedt but she does not know
1f he Will follow Chief Justice
Berger's interest in fine-tuning
the Court.
When asked if it bothers her
that Meese openly criticizes the
Court, the audience gave wholehearted
approval
when she
remarked,' "It doesn't bother me;
I don~t
pay
tho. t much
attention. "
Perhaps, the most insightful
question posed was by a student
in a' group talking with'Justice
O'Connor after her speech. She
was asked whether she views
herself as' just another Justice,
., or as the first woman Justice.
Justice O'.Connorresponded that
she feels' her' role as the first
woman justice is "very real."
. She mentioned that she is very
much a ware and' conscious of
the fact that she is looked at as
a "role model," and expressed
her strong deSire to do her best
because she is in a I?osition,
where people are observmg her.
Not only does she not want to
let them dOwn, but she also
wants to prove that she is
capable to fulfill the position to
which she has been appointed.
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Computer Corner

Where the Computers Are
by Scott Alter

In the last issue of the \
Advoca te, an opinion
was
written by Professor Banzhaf
that mentioned
'the lack of
computer
facilities
for, NLC
faculty.
While this may be of
no small
consequence,
it
reminded me that the students
of this law school also have a
similar problem, for computers
are playing
an increasingly
significant
role in the legal
profession.
It seems that one who is
somewhat computer literate will
have a long-run advantage in
dealing (for example) with the
mass information
retrieval
systems that are currently being
used and developed.
In the
short-run, papers can be written
and revised on word processors
far more easily than IS possible
using conventional typewriters.
Unfortunately, it looks like a
long time may pass before the
NLC follows Georgetown's lead
and allocates
computers for
general law student' use.
However, thanks to GW, there
are a couple of alternatlves
to
waiting.
As some students
already know, in the basement
of the Academic Center in an
area, commonly called the CAAC
(Center
for
Academic
and
Administrative
Computing) are
several
IBM PCS as well as
several terminals attached to an
IBMmainframe. Those facilities
and the various ways in which
they _ can be used by la .....
students is worth a closer look. '
Since most law students' needs
are
restricted
to
word
processing, I will concentrate on
that SUbject. But I must warn
the impatient
beginner
that .

learning to use these facilities
may at first require much time
and may cause much frustration.
In, other words, don't let your'
moot court brief be the first
thing you type on a computer.
But, once mastered, it will save
hours of labor.
'
.Eo r a student
totally
unfamiliar with computers, but
curious
to
learn
word
processing, the first step 1,"S to
buy three disks and take them
down to CAAC.
Find an
assistant and' ask to copy the
operating system onto one disk;
The function of the operating
system disk is to enable the
machine to run programs such,
as PC Write, a simple word
processor.
'
Then coPY PC Write onto
another
dtsk,
According to
those assistants, any GWstudent
may obtain a fre'e copy of those
programs.
For a few dollars,
you can buy the instructions to
PC Write.
The third blank disk will hold
your data--the stuff you produce
on the computer. Suffice it to
note that the blank disk, like
all
disks,
must
first
be
formatted before it can be used.
A detailed
explaination
of
what to do, from here would
take
too long and would
probabl~ scare you away.
It
shouldn t, Basically, .you type
as you ordinarily would. More
information is easily obtained
from one of the assistants or
the manual. I should point out
that I know several people who
knew almost no thmg about
computers and have, with help,
learned to functionally use a
word processing program in one
sitting.
I should also point out
,th?-tPC Write is about as simple

a word processor as 'you,will
mainframe.
It is fast, and can
find, and is a good way to start
be made to print using .various
off.
type styles..
. . ' :.'
Once you have typed a paper
One can also combine ,thEf
on the computer and saved it on
facilities
of the PC and the
your data disk, you, no doubt
mainframe to take advantage of
will want to print it. There are
the good characteristics
of both.
two,-PCs 'also in the basement
For example, it is possible to
thatjarevat.tached
to .prtnters,
write a .paper using a simple
ThesePCs are used only for the
word processor on the PC,' and
purpose of printing files. , The
then
"upload"
it onto.a
printers are of a t~e that are
mainframe account' so that it
called' "dot "matrix' printers,
can be. printed
out on the
wh I'c hvar e 'genera l1rr not
mainframe laser printer.
.This,
cons,idei"edto
be of 'letter
"uploading" from one machine to
quality."
This does not,
the other is a relatively simple
however, mean that you cannot
process, but it helps to ,fnst
use these printers for letters.'
become familiar with both a PC
Assuming that the printer ribbon
word processor and the workings
is not too old, these printers
of the mainframe.
'
render a quality of print that is
For those who already have a
still acceptable in most' cases,
PC at home, the addition of a
, es.pecially when the document is
"modem"
would
.e n a b Le
pr-Inted in bold face (read the '
c o mrnu n.f c a.tLo n s via
the
manual), These printers are the
telephone lines from the PC at
easiest ones to use.
home to the GW mainframe.
A
If, you' absolutely need letter
communications program called
quality print,one alternative is
"Yterm'" is available free for GW
to use the PC laser printer
students, and again, the manual
located on the second floor of
is a few dollars.
.
the Academic
Center.
The
The above
is but a brief
problem with using this printer
overview
of the
facilities
IS that you have to run it
available to GW students,
If
through something' called, the
one reads the manuals and asks
Local Area Network, that is
for help from the computer'
installed on that floor. I merely
assistants,
there should be no
draw your attention
to its
m~oro~tM~~us~g
t~
existence, so see, a c0IDP.uter
facilities.
And,belive
me, it
assistant for further de taf ls,
be..ats a typewriter to pieces.
An alternative
to word
processing on the PC' is to buy
an account
on the
IBM
mainframe computer.
Rather
than being like.aPe
wliichis .a
'se~f-cont"ained
entity,
.a
mamframe ,IS a' type of large
computer where many people are
simultaneously
linked to the
same machine.
All the word
processing
and data storage
disks are always kept within the
The Law Association
for
computer itself. '".'
Women and the Lesbian and Gay
However, an "account" on this
People's
Alliance
will be
machine costs $50, and its
cosponsoring a program at the
facilities are considered by most NLC, titled "Civil ,Rights after
to be more difficult
to learn
Hardwick: Are There-' Any?" on
than that of a simple PC word
November 5, at 8:00 p.m, in
processor. " Manual~'. f.or using
Stockton 305. The program will
.the Ma,lnframe ~and!' Its word
.reature three, speakers:
Jeff
processor "Xedit" -are available
Levi, Executive Director of the
for a nominal fee." Manuals for
National Gay and Lesbian Task
using a laser printer that is
Force, ,,~ancy Polikoff,' staff
attached to the mainframe (not
attorney for the Women's Legal
to be confused with the laser
Defense
Fund,
and
Rich
printer".!l\eritjQ'ned earlier) are
Lle~~llyn} P.resident of the Gay
.alsoavaila.bfe~, I feel that this
ActlvlstAlhance.
A reception
(letter quality) Hiser printer is
will follow.
the best reason for ultimately
buying
an account
on the
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Prof. (cont 'd)
From ·P. 3'
After
graduation,
Germain
arrived at academia
rather
inadvertently, when he learned
that
some
Mid-Western
universities
were in need of
junior faculty members and were
offering draft ,deferments, an
important perk during the time
of The Vietnam War.
Thus
atter a brief residency
and
passing the bar in California, he
accepted a teaching position at
Indiana University. ,Two years
latert when he was offered a
positIOn, at the University of
Kentucky, he .recognized how
much he was enjoying teaching
and decided to' accept the post.
In addition
to Contracts,
Torts, Oopyr-Ight
and .Patent
Law, and Remedies; Professor,'
Germain teaches Unfair Trade
Practices, which has become his
area of specialization. ",.
.His first
article
ip that area,"Section'
43( a) . of" .The 'Lanham
Act:
You've Come a Long Way BabyToo Far, Maybe?" publfshed in
the Indiana Law Journal was
given considerable attention, and
was reprinted three times. It is
his work in this area that has

br~~~h}o~irm
y~a~~'he

serves as an expert witness and
is counsel with King &: Schickli
in Lexington, Kentucky.
Together with Lois, his wife
of 17 years, and their two sons,
Alex, age 7, and Davey, 5;
Germain is enjoying the sight- ,
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'and must be strifped'of
its bad
television
sea 'of
approval.
Other old shows, however" were
too popular in their heyday to
quallfy but now, like old wine
gone to Vinegar, have acceptably
gone bad. The high-tech space
shows of the early sixties. with
their token rocketship and sprar.
painted aliens ("Lost in Space'
comes to mind) exemplify this
trend toward badness.
So also
do all Japanese
made (and
ridiculo~sly .dubbed-) monster
~oyies of.the early seventies,
re, Godzilla and Ultra Man. For
tha t rnatter, so' does anything
Japanese made and ridiculously
~ubbeqin
'~he el'!l'ly .•seventfes
tnvolvtng vlolence'r'T
(! :"
Bad t." ••,yiewers,.\ueed to

come out of' the closet.'
We've
suffered long enough under the
, majority's
ridicule.
. We
, surreptitiously and timidly enjoy
our few brief moments of bliss
in fear that society will discover
us and expose us like rolypo lies .hldden under a cool rock.
But I have had enough.
I say
that we show our true colors. I
say that tonight all bad t.v,
viewers in the city open their
windows at the same time and
scream
out, ,"I'm a bad t.v,
junkie!".
Let's do it at eight
p.m., right after Jim escapes
from the bad guys, beats up
that nasty midget, and saves
another, woman in distress on
the Wild, Wild West.
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" Ufi?"y:'r.U. ili L;~i. ".'
and law students
to' discuss
TheI:.aw,'
ASS?ClatlOn for
issues of concern' to . women.
Women: has recetved . approval
The conference will consist of. a
f
Deans Barron Potts and
rom..,
,
1
series of panel dtscusstons and
Valc;1ezto host the 18th ~nua
workshops on a var-Iety of tOPiCS
Nattonal ConferenceCo°~
omen
inc luding
Women in Prison,
an~·the ~aw. kThe 1 n edren~e,
Gender and the Constitution,
Whl~h,WllL ita e.rp ace .'.. u~1Og.
Housing
and Homelessness,
Sp,I'1Og·
Break, from Mar~h 20 22,
Lesbian
and Gay Rights and
WIll be held 10 th~ NatIOnal.Law ..-Women of Color', in Leadership.
Center and at variOUS locatIOns
In all, there will be over one
10 the Marv10 Center..
hundred different
topics under
The, .Con fer ~nce
IS a
discussion
throughout
the
pr~st.lglOus
natIonal
event
weekend •. The theme for this
i?,rl.ng~l,lg-:;
tog~~~~erl..p~<?;fIli-!lent,''<ye~rJs conference..
is "Local
attorne~t'rom
~Il he los of ,law
Action/National Strength."
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RESUMES - COYER LETrERS

THESES - DISSERTATIONS
TERM PAPERS - LEGAL BRIEFS
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STUDENT DISCOUNTS
RUSH JOBS A SPECIALTY
WE'VE IIOYED!
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2021 L

Suite 250
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I881-01ul
Hours: Weekdays 8 am - 1 pm
Saturday 10 am - 5 pm
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NLcYt6;rlIbst Women '8 Conf .

T~:J%~:r~ L~~d H;~J~~~, t~~
annual review of the Trademark
Reporter. . Most recentty. . he
was asked to . serve on- the
advisory
committee
for the-

"r

culture
of
Lois Germain
involved
in
the area
of
with hearing

From P. 3

compiled,

area has. outgtown: its place" in'
the Restatement of Torts.
Along .with teaching
and
writing, P.rofessor Germain has"
given freq,uent
professional
lectures<lnUnfair,
Trade
Practices for· IS years. He ~~'}

.

seeing
and
Washington, D.C.
has also been
education
in,
~eac!ling
those
unpairmen ts,
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Dorsen (cont'd)
From 'P. 5
.
'
the appointment of Antonin Scalia as Justice and the
confirmation of William Rehnquist as Chief Justice.
"Wagering is poor," Dorsen sai'!l noting Blsenhower'a
misjudgment of Earl lJarren.
uorsen theortzed that
conservatism would gutde the Court because of o~t'Yard
social pressures rather than the personal polft Ical
doctrine of each Justice.
"Historically,''' he said, "civil
liberties are most threatened under time of economic
stringency •••
and international tension."
.
Dorsen views recent Supreme Court acceptance of
FBI surveillance of Americans, State Department denial
of visas and censorship of publications by ex-CIA
agents as the Court's response to increasing U.S.-·
Soviet tensions resulting in "boundless advent of
government over the individual.'" Dorsen also warned
against the excessive. religious zeal underlying some of .
, the recent
Supreme ..Court decisions such as the'
Pawtucket Creche case permitting the town to display
a creche on public land as a sign of a national holIday.
Dorsen said, however, that the inherent restraints
of the Court, such as the Justices' desires to keep the
Court's outlook balanced, the lack of prospective
landmark issues to be decided in the foreseeable
future, and the stare decisis doctr-ine will prevent the
Court from shifting too far to the right.
"Superficially,
the Court is, trading
one
conservative for another," Dorsen said. "But the

Classifieds
Holiday' Spa mernbersbu» ren~~able'5Paid Qff(fQr 1986,
$300. Call Ted at_97~-1725 lH} or 57-6826 W}.
Typing by Legal secretary:
Have your typing done by .
a protessiona1, quickly and accurately, on an IBM-III
for $1.50 a page.
I'm located three blocks from
campus. Call 780-1688, 248-4360 or 960-6851.
..

key difference is that Scalia
bright and Rehnquist:'t~isa~fable,'
al lowing theSuprepe.g~)Ur~,to
pr-ovide much ..opp()rtun...~y ,~or,
scrutiny and debate!' 0',.;,c;'i.;;;;;.
:.''';'c·]
' ,,<
When asked: about'f~dWln"
Meese's .:.r e ce n t;,.c.orrime·nts
regaroirig" the-;:[questionab.1~;
.. "
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judicial
authority'
of the
Supreme Court, Dorsen said,
"eroding the courts as a strong
shield" is illogical.
"If you
protect
the majority
there
, would be no Bill of Rights, but
that's a fact we, intellectuals
intuitively know."
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The Pieper Course Includes:
1;(:Complete lecture series
Essay writing
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1;(Multistate Practice
and Exam'
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1;(Multislate Professional (>
Responsibility Exam
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1;(Multistate Volume
New H>rkLaw Volume

1;(Professional Responsibility
Volume

law student's

lor anystud
Mullistale

discouni'ol

$125 ",mix- deducted

.. nl sUU in law 51'1'0(>1 whu registers
Bar Review Course by December

!rum the cost III $K95

lor the Pieper Nt:w York

'1. J 986.

For more information see

~UU(

1;(Plus -. John Pieper's
In-Class Guidance

Pieper Representatives or contact:

PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISTATE

BAR REVIEW, LTD.

90 WILLIS AVENUE. MINEOLA, NEW YORK 11501

-Telephonf':(516) 747-4311
intimidating She-ra and' a
ferocious tiger rumored to be
related
to
Dean
Valdez
threatened the Advocate staff
on Halloween.
An

The Bar Coarse That Cares.
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